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1 Introduction
Recent developments in artificial intelligence (AI) and in particular in machine learning (ML) has brought
this technology into the center of public interest and has increased the requirements for its transparency
- it is natural that people affected by automated decisions of algorithms want to get feedback and un-
derstand the reasoning process and biases of the underlying models. Two types of technological ap-
proaches to increased transparency exist:i nterpretability approaches and visualization of ML models.
These two approaches, focused on natural language processing (NLP) approaches, are the topic of this
report, which summarizes the work done in task T1.4 Interpretability and visualization of the EMBEDDIA
project.

1.1 EMBEDDIA and embeddings

The EMBEDDIA project aims to improve the cross-lingual transfer of language resources and trained
models using word embeddings and deep neural networks. To process text, neural networks require nu-
merical representation of the given text (words, sentences, documents), referred to as text embeddings.
The embedding vectors are obtained from specialized learning tasks, based on neural networks, e.g.,
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), or BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019). For training, the embedding algorithms use large monolingual text collections
(called corpora) to encode important information about word meaning as distances between vectors.
In this way, the embeddings preserve semantic relations between words, and enable machine learn-
ing for text understanding tasks. The vector spaces of different languages are similar and this allows
cross-lingual transfer of technologies and resources. The idea of contextual embeddings is to generate
a different vector for each context a word appears in, and the context is typically defined sentence-wise.
For polysemous words, this means that each sense of a word is projected into a significantly different
vector which allows successful processing with machine learning algorithms. In this work, we mostly
use BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), currently the most successful approach to contextual word embeddings.
.

1.2 Interpretability and visualization of machine learning models

Machine learning models are a crucial component of natural language processing applications. Unfor-
tunately, most of the top performing machine learning models are "black boxes", in the sense that they
do not offer an introspection into their decision processes or provide explanations of their predictions
and biases. This is true for Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), and all
ensemble methods (for example, boosting, random forests, bagging, stacking, and multiple adaptive re-
gression splines). Approaches that do offer an intrinsic introspection, such as decision trees or decision
rules, do not perform so well or are not applicable in many cases (Meyer et al., 2003). To alleviate this
problem, two types of model explanation techniques have been proposed. The first type of methods
are general, based on perturbations of inputs, and therefore applicable to any prediction model. The
second type of methods are specific to certain learning methods such as neural networks and exploit
the internal information available during training of these methods.

The general explanation approaches try to efficiently capture the causal relationship between inputs
and outputs of the given model. To this end, they perturb the inputs in the neighborhood of a given
instance to observe effects of perturbations on model’s output. Changes in the outputs are attributed
to perturbed inputs and used to estimate their importance for a particular instance. Examples of this
approach are methods IME (Štrumbelj & Kononenko, 2010), LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016), and SHAP
(Lundberg & Lee, 2017). These methods can explain models’ decision for each individual predicted
instance as well as for the model as a whole. The computed impacts of individual inputs can be visual-
ized in the form of histograms. However, these explanation techniques and their visualizations are not
adapted to text-based classifiers as their explanations are in the form of lists of impactful words for each
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individual decision. For texts with their sequential and structurally dependent nature, this is insufficient.
Another shortcoming is that explanation techniques are not adapted to state-of-the-art neural networks
such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), which use subword input. We address adaptation of explanation
techniques to modern neural networks for text classification in Section 3 of this deliverable. We propose
adaptations of existing visualization in Section 4.1, and an improved visualization, called TextExplainViz,
in Section 4.2.

The model specific explanation techniques exploit internal working of the particular learning algorithm.
The explanation methods exploit the model’s representation or learning process to gain insight into the
presumptions, biases and reasoning leading to final decisions. Due to the rapidly changing landscape
of neural network research, these techniques are currently an active area of research, with visualisation
forming a core component of the explanations. Visualization of the attention mechanism for text has
recently emerged as an active research area due to an increased popularity of attention based methods
in natural language processing. Recent deep neural network language models such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) comprise multiple attention heads, making human interpretation and investigation of the
attention matrices a time consuming and complex task. Visualisation has been proposed as a solution
for gaining insight into the operation of attention based models (Vig, 2019). In Section 4.3, we contribute
a new visualisation tool, called AttViz, that enhances the interpretability of classification results through
visualised self-attention.

1.3 Contributions and structure of the deliverable

The objectives of workpackage WP1 of the EMBEDDIA project are to advance cross-lingual word em-
bedding technologies, together with methods for deep learning, and methods for explanation and visu-
alisation of their outputs. The aim of T1.4 is to address advancement of explanation and visualization
technologies for text-based deep learning approaches.

This report describes the results of the work performed in T1.4 from the start of the task at M10 till M18.
The main contributions presented in this report (in the order of appearance) are as follows:

1. Adaptation of explanation methods IME, LIME, and SHAP to state-of-the-art text classification
method BERT, described in Section 3.1; and adaptation of their visualizations described in Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2;

2. A novel data generation approach using Monte Carlo dropout autoencoders and variational au-
toencoders , described in the appended paper by Miok et al. (2019); the generator will help in the
development of more robust explanation approaches as outlined in Section 3.2;

3. Development of a new visualization method for the state-of-the-art text classification method BERT
based on self-attention described in Section 4.3 and in the appended paper by Škrlj et al. (2020).

This report proceeds by providing background and related work in Section 2. Our work on adapting ex-
planation methods to modern neural networks with subword input is presented in Section 3. Section 4.1
present our work on visualization: adaptation of existing visualizations to subword input, and the novel
AttViz system for the visualisation of self-attention in text classification. The outputs associated with this
deliverable are provided in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and ideas for future work
in interpretability and visualisation. The associated papers can be found in Appendices A and B.

2 Background and related work
In this section, we present a short overview of explanation and visualization techniques, with focus on
deep neural networks and text.
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2.1 Deep neural networks for text classification

Deep learning (LeCun et al., 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016) differs from other machine learning al-
gorithms by allowing computational models that are composed of multiple processing layers to learn
representations of data with multiple levels of abstraction.

Text is usually treated as a sequence by deep neural networks. Sequences can be of different length and
typically there is some dependency between different positions in a sequence (e.g., a verb in a sentence
may determine the subsequent choice of nouns). A standard choice of neural network architecture for
sequences is recurrent neural networks (RNN) in which the state at each point in the sequence depends
on not only the current input but also the previous state. The information from the previous processing
steps persists in the network, effectively allowing the network to memorize previous processing, which
is well suited for sequences. RNNs are very effective in processing speech, text, signals, and other
sequential data. RNNs also introduce many challenges, for example the convergence of learning to
stable weights is much slower.

Recently, BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) (Devlin et al., 2019), a new
state-of-the-art deep neural network approach to language modeling, text classification, and contextual
embeddings was introduced. BERT generalises the idea of language models to masked language
models—inspired by cloze (gap filling) tests—which test the understanding of a text by removing a
certain portion of words that the participant is asked to replace. The masked language model randomly
masks some of the tokens from the input, and the task of the language model is to predict the missing
token based on its neighbourhood. BERT uses the transformer ANN architecture(Vaswani et al., 2017),
which uses both left and right context in predicting the masked word and further introduces the task
of predicting whether two sentences appear in a sequence. The input representations of BERT are
sequences of tokens representing subword units. Some very common words are kept as single tokens,
others are split into subwords (e.g., common stems, prefixes, suffixes—if needed down to single-letter
tokens). The original BERT project offers pre-trained English, Chinese and multilingual models; the
latter is trained on 104 languages simultaneously. BERT has shown excellent performance on 11 NLP
tasks: 8 from the GLUE (General Language Understanding Evaluation) benchmark (Wang et al., 2018),
question answering, named entity recognition, and common-sense inference.

Rather than training an individual classifier for every classification task, which is resource and time
expensive, a pre-trained multilingual BERT language model is used and fine-tuned on a specific task.
Trained on huge text collections, BERT stores general language representation that is successfully
exploited in many tasks, Frequently, this approach requires less task-specific data.

The use of BERT in a token classification task only requires adding a final layer (number of neurons
equals the number of class values in the intended task) with softmax activation, and connections be-
tween its last hidden layer and the new neuron. To classify a sequence, one usually takes the vector
for the special CLS token before the classification layer to reduce the dimensionality. The fine-tuning
process is then applied to either only the last layer of the network, or, more frequently, to the whole
network. In the latter case all parameters of BERT and new class-specific weights are fine-tuned jointly
to maximize the log-probability of the correct labels.

2.2 Explanation methods for text classification

Due to recent successes of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in image recognition and NLP, several expla-
nation methods specific to these two application areas emerged. For example, in language processing,
Arras et al. (2017) applied layer-wise relevance propagation to a convolutional neural network. The
explanations indicate how much individual words contribute to the overall classification decision. In
this section we focus on a general class of explanation methods, which are applicable to all types of
classifiers but may need specific adaptations for use in text classification. While demonstrate our adap-
tations of these methods on the BERT model, these adaptations are applicable to other DNN models as
well.
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General explanation methods can be applied to any classification model which makes them a useful tool
both for interpreting models (and their predictions) and comparing different types of models. By mod-
ification of feature values of interest, what-if analysis is also supported. Such methods cannot exploit
any model-specific properties (e.g., gradients in ANN) and are limited to perturbing the inputs of the
model and observing changes in the model’s output (Robnik-Šikonja & Kononenko, 2008; Lemaire et
al., 2008; Štrumbelj & Kononenko, 2010). Most explanation methods can provide two types of explana-
tions for prediction models: explanation of predictions for individual instances, and model explanations.
Model explanations work by summarizing a representative sample of instance explanations to show the
properties of the whole model.

The key idea of the perturbation-based explanation method is that the contribution of a particular input
value (or set of values) can be captured by “hiding” that input and observing how the output of the model
changes. As such, the key component of general explanation methods is the expected conditional
prediction - the prediction where only a subset of the input variables is known. Let Q be a subset of the
set of input variables Q ⊆ S = {X1, ... ,Xa}. Let pQ(yk |x) be the expected prediction for x, conditional on
knowing only the input variables represented in Q:

pQ(yk |x) = E(p(yk)|Xi = x(i), ∀Xi ∈ Q). (1)

Therefore, pS(yk |x) = p(yk |x). The difference between pS(yk |x) and pQ(yk |x) is a basis for explanations.
In practical settings, the classification function of the model is not known - one can only access its
prediction for any vector of input values. Therefore, exact computation of pQ(yk |x) is not possible and
sampling-based approximations are used.

In principle, to understand the behaviour of a prediction model, one would have to observe its behavior
for all subsets of input features and their values. Such a procedure demands 2a steps, where a is the
number of attributes (i.e. features), and results in the exponential time complexity. A solution was pro-
posed in (Štrumbelj & Kononenko, 2010) by observing that the contribution of each variable corresponds
to the Shapley value for the coalitional game of a players. Here, players correspond to input features,
and the coalitional game corresponds to the prediction of an individual instance.

The original Shapley values deal with a coalition of a players that cooperate and together generate a
certain overall gain. Shapley values represent a solution to the problem of finding the fairest distribution
of gain among all players, which takes into account the importance of each player in obtaining that
gain (Shapley, 1953). In the case of explaining a prediction the instance’s feature values form a coalition
which causes a change in the prediction. This change represents the difference between the prediction
for this instance and the expected prediction if no feature values are given (i.e. default class is predicted).
The gain is divided among feature values in a way that reflects their impact (i.e. average marginal
contribution across all possible sub-coalitions) on the change in the prediction.

The methods discussed in this work, IME, SHAP, and LIME, are the state-of-the-art explanation meth-
ods. They are all based on the Shapley value approximation principle (Lundberg & Lee, 2017). They
estimate the impact of a particular feature on the prediction of a given instance by perturbing similar in-
stances. For textual problems the perturbation process is nontrivial, as the generation of new perturbed
text instances may produce completely uninformative texts. Below we describe the three methods, and
in Section 3 we describe their adaptations to neural networks with subword input.

2.2.1 Explanation method IME

To produce fair and efficient explanations, Štrumbelj & Kononenko (2010) use an approximation to
Shapley values based on sampling. Their method is called IME (Interactions-based Method for Expla-
nation) and is based on an alternative formulation of the Shapley value (the classical one is presented
in Eq. (7)). The contribution of the feature i is expressed as:

φi (f , x) =
1

M!

∑
O∈π(N)

(fx(Pre i (O) ∪ i)− fx(Pre i (O))), i = 1, ..., n. (2)
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where f is the original model, x is the original input, M is the number of features, N is a set representing
all of the features, π(N) is a set of all ordered permutations of N, Pre i (O) is the set of predecessors of
the feature i in the order O ∈ π(N), and fx corresponds to a score returned by the explained prediction
model.

The procedure for approximating the contribution of a given value of the feature i in the explained
instance is as follows. First, we determine m, the number of random samples that we will draw (with
replacement). For each drawn sample, we generate two new instances by randomly permuting the
features (O ∈ π(N)) and replacing each feature’s value that appears before the i-th feature (the value
of which we are explaining) in order O with the feature’s value in the original instance. For one of
the two new instances, we replace the i-th feature’s value as well. In the end, the two new instances
differ only in the value of the i-th feature. Then we compute the prediction difference between the two
new instances in each iteration (m-times) and the average difference represents the contribution for the
selected feature’s value.

While the entire procedure is linear in the number of features a (Štrumbelj & Kononenko, 2010), in
practice the convergence is slow and the method gets prohibitively slow with the number of attributes
exceeding a hundred. The slowness is due to many samples required before the approximation of
Shapley value converges. The required number of samples to draw is related to the desired approxi-
mation error, which depends on the population variance. We estimate the required number of samples
to achieve the desired error during the sampling process by computing the variance of the samples we
have already drawn. The minimal number of samples for the entire explanation is defined as:

mmin(〈1− α, e〉) = n · Z
2
1−α · σ̄2

e2
, (3)

where e is the allowed error of approximation, α the probability of the error, σ̄2 the estimated variance,
and Z the quantile of the normal distribution. Since during the approximation procedure the mean and
variance of the final population are not yet known, in our work we use an alternative formulation of the
variance which can be computed in an online fashion, during the estimation procedure.

Var(x) = E [(X − µ)2] = E [(X − E(X ))2] = E [X 2]− E [X ]2, (4)

where µ (E [X ]) is a squared deviation from the mean of X , E [X 2] is the mean of the square of X , and
E [X ]2 is the square of the mean of X .

In this way, we satisfy the desired error bounds and improve the running times. The number of required
samples reflects the complexity of explanation for a given model’s prediction. This number might be
very different for different instances.

As mentioned above, the problem of this method is that it only works fast enough for up to a hundred
features, and is therefore not useful for text classification. In text classification, the features typically rep-
resent words. When we sample the instances in the process of Shapley value estimation (as described
above), each feature can therefore be assigned any value from the dictionary (typically of the dimension
> 10, 000). This is a serious obstacle for practical use of this method. We attempted to speed up the
method with more efficient language model based sampling but current results are not yet completely
satisfactory.

2.2.2 Explanation method LIME

LIME (Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations) by Ribeiro et al. (2016) calculates explanations
for large data sets relatively efficiently, in terms of a number of instances and number of features. It
uses perturbations in the locality of an explained instance to produce explanations (similarly to locally
weighted regression) as illustrated in Figure 1. LIME defines explanations as an optimization problem
and tries to find a trade-off between local fidelity of explanation and its interpretability. The search space
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is over explanations generated by interpretable models g ∈ G , where G is a class of interpretable models
(in practice, linear models are used). Interpretability is quantified with the complexity of explanations
Ω(g), where complexity measure Ω can be the depth of tree for decision trees or the number of non-zero
weights for linear models. The model f being explained has to return numeric values f : <d → <, for
example probability scores in classification. Locality is defined using a proximity measure π between the
explained instance x and perturbed points z in its neighborhood. Local infidelity L(f , g ,π) is a measure of
how unfaithful the explanation model g is in approximating the prediction model f in the locality defined
by π(x , z). The chosen explanation then minimizes the sum of local infidelity L and complexity Ω:

e(x) = arg min
g∈G

L(f , g ,π) + Ω(g) (5)

The approach uses sampling around explanation instance x to draw samples z weighted by the distance
π(x , z). The samples form a training set for a model g from an interpretable model class, e.g., linear
model. Due to locality enforced by π, the model g is hopefully a faithful approximation of f . In practice,
Ribeiro et al. (2016) use linear models as a class of interpretable models G , the squared loss as a local
infidelity measure, number of non-zero weights as complexity measure Ω, and choose sample points in
the neighborhood of explanation instance x according to the Gaussian distribution of distance between
x and sampled point z.

Figure 1: The process of generating explanations with the method LIME. The method is based on the local linear
approximation of the model behaviour. For each instance that is being explained (i.e. red cross) LIME
samples instances in the neighborhood (i.e. blue/red instances) and assigns weights that correspond
to the distance between them. Then it learns a linear model (i.e. dashed line) that is locally (but not
necessarily globally) faithful. The global model function is represented with the blue/red background.

To explain text classification tasks, LIME uses a bag-of-words representation to output and visualize a
limited number of the most locally influential words. By presenting the explanation as an optimization
problem, LIME avoids the exponential search space of all feature combinations which is solved by
game-theory based sampling in IME. However, LIME offers no guarantees that the explanations are
faithful and stable. By using the neighborhood around the explained instance, it may fall into a curse
of dimensionality trap, which is fatal for neighborhood-based methods like kNN in high dimensional
spaces, i.e. the local prediction methods become unreliable in high dimensional spaces. The problem of
feature interactions is seemingly avoided by using an approximating function from a class of interpretable
explanation but the problem is just swept under the carpet, as the interpretable explanation class may
not be able to detect interactions. In the current settings the method assumes at least locally linear
decision boundaries, but the assumption is not true for categorical variables, for instance.
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2.2.3 Explanation method SHAP

The method SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) is another perturbation based Shapley value ap-
proximating explanation method that assigns the importance value to each feature in an individual pre-
diction (Lundberg & Lee, 2017).

In recent years various explanation methods for complex machine learning models have been pro-
posed. As complex models are incomprehensible for humans, some methods try to explain the model’s
predictions by using simpler explanation models (i.e. interpretable approximations of the original model).
These models are designed to explain a prediction of the original model f for an individual input x. They
use simplified inputs x ′ that map to original inputs through a specific mapping function hx . Local methods
generate instances z ′ in the vicinity of x ′ and try to ensure that g(z ′) ≈ f (hx(z ′)) whenever z ′ ≈ x ′, where
g represents the explanation model.

The authors of SHAP have noted that several existing methods use the same explanation principle and
have defined a class of additive feature attribution methods that generalizes them. Additive feature
attribution methods have an explanation model that is defined with the following equation:

g(z ′) = φ0 +
M∑
i=1

(φiz
′
i ), (6)

where g is the explanation model, z ′ are instances generated in the vicinity of x ′, M is the number of
simplified input features, φ0 is the effect if no feature values are given, i.e. φ0 = f (hx(∅)), and φi is the effect
of each feature. The sum of all the effects approximates the output f (x) of the original model.

Lundberg & Lee (2017) have shown that several existing methods match this equation, including LIME
(Ribeiro et al., 2016) and IME (Štrumbelj & Kononenko, 2010). The class of additive feature attri-
bution methods introduces three desirable properties of explanation, and a single unique solution to
Eq. (6). The first property is local accuracy, which states that when approximating the original model f
for a specific input x, the output should match the explanation model g for the simplified input z ′. The
second property is missingness, which means that the features that are missing in the input should
have no impact. The third property is consistency, which states that if a model changes in a way that
some simplified input’s contribution increases or stays the same, then that input’s impact should not
decrease.

The unique solution for Eq. (6) that satisfies all three desired properties are Shapley values φi :

φi (f , x) =
∑
z′⊆x′

|z ′|!(M − |z ′| − 1)!

M!
[fx(z ′)− fx(z ′ \ i)], (7)

where f is the original model, x is the original input, M is the number of features, |z ′| is the number of
non-zero entries in z ′, z ′ ⊆ x ′ represents all z ′ vectors where the non-zero entries are a subset of the
non-zero entries in x ′, and fx corresponds to a score returned by the explained prediction model.

To improve possible violation of local accuracy and consistency in previous methods such as LIME and
improve efficiency compared to IME, Lundberg & Lee (2017) introduce SHAP values as approxima-
tion to Shapley values. They proposed a model-agnostic approximation method called Kernel SHAP
as well as several faster model-specific adaptations (e.g., Deep SHAP for a specific class of neural
networks).

In our work we use Kernel SHAP, which combines weighted linear regression from LIME with Shapley
values. LIME uses a linear explanation model to locally approximate the original model, but because its
parameters are chosen heuristically, they are not necessarily optimal and the consequence is a violation
of local accuracy and/or consistency, which makes the method’s explanations unintuitive in certain cir-
cumstances. However, by choosing the loss function, the weighting kernel and the regularization term
in a way that they respect the three Shapley properties, we get better sample efficiency than directly
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using the classical Shapley equations. Conceptually, non-continuous boundaries could be a problem
for linear regression used in SHAP, e.g., transitions between categorical values could be poorly approx-
imated by linear regression models. In practice, SHAP produces sensible results for bag-of-words text
representation, while more thorough analysis of its limitations in discrete spaces is still an open research
question.

2.3 Attention Visualisation for Text

Visualization of the attention mechanism for text has recently emerged as an active research area due
to an increased popularity of attention based methods in natural language processing. Recent deep
neural network language models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLNet (Z. Yang et al., 2019),
and RoBERTa (Y. Liu et al., 2019) are comprised of multiple attention heads—separate weight spaces
each associated with the input sequence in a unique way. Language models consist of multiple attention
matrices, all contributing to the final prediction. Visualising the attention weights from each attention
matrix is thus an important component in understanding and interpreting these models.

Figure 2: Figure from Rush et al. (2015). Example output of the attention-based summarization (ABS) system. The
heatmap represents a soft alignment between the input (right) and the generated summary (top). The
columns represent the distribution over the input after generating each word.

The attention mechanism which originated in the work on neural machine translation lends itself natu-
rally to visualisation. Bahdanau et al. (2014) used heat maps to display the attention weights between
input and output text. This visualisation technique was first applied to the task of translation but found
use in many other tasks such as visualising an input sentence and output summarization (Rush et al.,
2015) and visualizing an input document and textual entailment hypothesis (Rocktäschel et al., 2015).
In these heat map visualisations, a matrix or a vector is used to represent the learned alignments and
colour intensity illustrates attention weights. This provides a summary of the attention patterns describ-
ing how they map the input to the output. In Figure 2, showing an example from Rush et al. (2015), the
attention patterns between a source sentence and generated sentence summary are displayed using
the heatmap technique. For classification tasks, a similar visualisation approach can be used to display
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the attention weights between the classified document and the predicted label (Z. Yang et al., 2016;
Tsaptsinos, 2017). Here, the visualisation of attention often displays the input document with the atten-
tion weights superimposed onto individual words. The superimposed attention weights are represented
similarly to heat map visualisations using a colour saturation to encode attention value. The neat-vision
tool1 encodes attention weights associated with input text in this manner; Figure 3 shows sections from
an input file, and highlighting, via colour intensity, the words with high attention score. Similarly, the Text
Attention Heatmap Visualization (TAHV2) which is included in the NCRF++ toolkit (J. Yang & Zhang,
2018) can be used to generate weighed sequences which are visualised using superimposed attention
scores.

Figure 3: The neat-vision tool displaying attention weights superimposed onto sections of text from an input file.

An alternative visual encoding of attention weights is a bipartite graph visualisation. Here attention
weights are represented by edge weights or thickness between two lists of words. This technique has
been used to help interpret model output in neural machine translation (Lee et al., 2017), in natural
language inference (S. Liu et al., 2018a), and for model debugging (Strobelt et al., 2018). A version
of this visualisation which was designed specifically for multi-head self-attention (Vaswani et al., 2017)
uses colour hue to encode the attention head associated with each weight. The visualisation, shown
in Figure 4, has colour applied to the edges and superimposed as a colour strip over the node words.
The intensity of the colours in the strips at each word position summarises the distribution of attention
weight for that word across the heads.

This multi-head self visualisation technique was recently extended by the BertViz3 tool (Vig, 2019).
BertViz provides a bipartite graph visualisation and two extensions of the technique. The first, called
“Model View”, is a visualisation of the bipartite graphs for each layer and head in a model arranged in a
matrix. This follows the visualisation design principle of overview and detail on demand by presenting
token to token attention patterns across all attention heads for a layer, and enabling further investigation
of each single bipartite graph individually. The second visualization, “Neuron View”, drills down to the
computation of the attention score associated with each weighed edge in the bipartite graph. The

1https://github.com/cbaziotis/neat-vision
2https://github.com/jiesutd/Text-Attention-Heatmap-Visualization
3https://github.com/jessevig/bertviz
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Figure 4: Figure from Vaswani et al. (2017). An example of the attention mechanism following long-distance de-
pendencies in the encoder self-attention in layer 5 of a 6 layer model. Many of the attention heads attend
to a distant dependency of the verb ‘making’, completing the phrase ‘making...more difficult’. Attentions
here shown only for the word ‘making’. Different colours represent different self-attention heads.

element-wise product, dot product, and softmax values are all visualised using coloured elements with
saturation representing the magnitude of the value. This view provides a visual summary of the query
and key vectors and shows how they are used to compute attention. Figure 5 shows the query vector
for the word “on” selected, the visual representation of the the dot product of the query vector and the
key vectors of each word in the text segment provide the attention score bettween each word and “on”,
displayed using color intensity. This visualisation provides some insight into how each attention weight
was computed while still providing the overview of attention weights.

Figure 5: Figure from Vig (2019). “Neuron View” visualisation from BertViz tool. The visualisation shows the query
and key vectors and shows how they are used to compute attention scores between the highlighted word
“on” and the other words in the text.
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3 Explanation methods adapted for text classifica-
tion

Many modern deep neural networks including transformer networks (Vaswani et al., 2017) (e.g., BERT-
like models) split the input text into subword tokens. This is very convenient for morphologically rich
languages such as the less-resourced EMBEDDIA languages. However, perturbation-based explana-
tion methods (such as IME, LIME, and SHAP) have problems with text input and in particular subword
input, as the credit for a given output cannot be simply assigned to syntactic units such as words,
phrases, or sentences.

In Section 3.1, we describe the adaptations we have introduced to these explanation methods to allow
them to work with state-of-the-art text models such as BERT. In Section 3.2, we describe our initial
work on making explanation methods more robust and prevent possible adversarial attacks which can
mislead users applying the existing explanation methods.

3.1 IME, LIME and SHAP adapted for BERT

In this section we describe the implementation details required to make explanation methods LIME,
SHAP, and IME, to work with BERT-like neural networks.

The implementation of the method LIME4 consists of different modules that depend on the type of
data. There are modules for interpreting image classification, for classification of tabular data, and
for explaining text classifiers, which is the one we adapted. The LimeTextExplainer module generates
artificial data in the neighborhood of the instance to be explained by randomly masking feature values
and then locally training weighted linear models on the generated data to get explanations for each
of the target classes. The method requires a function for splitting the instances (i.e. sentences) and
a classifier function that returns probabilities. The LIME library already provides some examples, but
there is no support for BERT-like models that use subword input. We implemented custom functions for
preprocessing the input data for LIME, to get the predictions from the BERT model, and to prepare the
data for the visualization.

The input preprocessing of different input texts is specific to their characteristics. For example, for tweets
we split input instances using the TweetTokenizer function from NLTK library5, and omitted some of the
punctuation marks. We removed periods, commas, colons, semicolons, apostrophes and quotation
marks, but included exclamation and question marks, and also all of the emojis. The result is a list of
sentence fragments which serves as a basis for the word masking. The sentence fragments consist
of words, punctuation and emojis. This preprocessed sentence is further processed by the classifier
prediction function, which we modified to use the BERT tokenizer that converts the sentence fragments
to sub-word tokens and then to indexes. The two custom functions are fed to the LimeTextExplainer
along with the text data we want to interpret. With this modification, LIME gets the desired predictions
from the BERT model for the new locally generated instances. This enables it to compute the features’
impact on the prediction.

The implementation of the SHAP method6 includes several explanation algorithms that are either model-
agnostic (i.e. Kernel SHAP) or adjusted to specific machine learning approaches, i.e. a specific type of
tree ensembles and a specific architecture of deep neural networks. In our work, we adapted model-
agnostic SHAP, which is similar to LIME concerning the required functions. With minor modifications

4https://github.com/marcotcr/lime
5https://www.nltk.org
6https://github.com/slundberg/shap
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of functions implemented for LIME, we constructed a data preprocessing pipeline for word perturba-
tions that are needed in the SHAP explanation method. The classifier prediction function needed no
modifications.

Since we use our own implementation of the IME method, we did not have the same restrictions as
with LIME and SHAP. We reconstructed the algorithm to allow adjustment in the sampling process for
perturbed feature values. The functions for the preprocessing step in which we split the instances to
sentence fragments and prepare inputs for the BERT model are the same as the ones used for LIME. As
mentioned in Section 2.2, one of the main implementation differences between LIME and IME is the way
they generate artificial data around the explained instance. While LIME modifies the instance by ran-
domly hiding feature values, IME replaces them with values randomly sampled from the feature space.
For textual data, this is the word space, i.e. vocabulary in bag-of-words representation. The vocabulary
we used for the sampling process was constructed from the dataset of English tweets which was initially
used to fine-tune the BERT model. The dataset was tokenized with the same TweetTokenizer function
from the NLTK library as in the LIME method.

While currently our adaptation7 only supports random sampling from the word space, we intend to
improve it by taking into account specific properties of text data and apply language models in sampling.
As random sampling generates mostly unintelligible and grammatically wrong sentences, the resulting
explanations based on such artificial sentences with little meaning are likely to fail in capturing the true
impact of the individual words on the prediction. We plan to restrict the sampling candidates for each
word only to the ones that are appropriate considering the part of speech and general context of the
sentence. Better sampling will also improve the speed of explanations as it will decrease the variance
of explanations.

3.2 Robustness of explanations and malicious attacks

Recent research has shown that existing explanation methods that internally generate additional sam-
ples, such as IME, LIME and SHAP, are susceptible to adversarial attacks which can trick users into
believing that irrelevant attributes are responsible for the given prediction (Slack et al., 2020). We an-
alyzed the robustness and adequacy of sampling in these approaches and proposed a more robust
explanation approach that uses our recent Monte Carlo dropout autoencoder-based data generators
(Miok et al., 2019) (included in Appendix A) and our previously developed generators based on RBF
networks (Robnik-Šikonja, 2016). This work is still in progress and we will fully report on it in the final
deliverable of this task (D1.9).

4 Contributions to visualization techniques for text
classification

In this section we explain our contributions in visualisation techniques for text classification with deep
neural networks. First, in Section 4.1 we present the adaptations of existing visualizations for individual
predictions of text classification models. In Section 4.2 we propose a novel visualization for explanations
of predictions produced by text classification models, named TextExplainViz. In Section 4.3 we present
the proposed AttViz method for visualisation of attention-based neural networks.

4.1 Visualisation of explanations adapted for text classification

To visualize the explanation of a prediction, we show relevant textual, graphical, or numerical inter-
pretable data representations that provide insight into the inner mechanisms of the model and allow for

7https://github.com/enjakokalj/interpret_BERT
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qualitative understanding of the relationship between the instance’s features and the model’s prediction.
It is important to distinguish between actual input features to the prediction model and the so-called
interpretable versions of the features that are meaningful and understandable to humans. For exam-
ple, in text classification, the prediction models use word embeddings as the actual features, while the
interpretable features are usually composed of binary vectors that indicate whether a specific word is
present in the input or not. A typical explanation consists of a list of the most relevant interpretable
features (e.g., words) that impacted the prediction, either supporting a given class or opposing it. The
direction of the impact is usually represented with different colours and is supplemented with numerical
values that correspond to the magnitude of the impact.

In this section we present visualizations of explanations adapted for BERT-like prediction models, as
presented in Section 3.1. We first briefly describe the dataset used and training of the BERT model
used in explanations, followed by the original visualizations used in LIME and SHAP.

4.1.1 Datasets and models

To demonstrate explanations of BERT model, we used our trilingual CroSloEngual BERT model, pre-
trained on large corpora of English, Croatian, and Slovene texts in Task 1.2 of WP1 (Ulčar & Robnik-
Šikonja, 2020). This BERT model is aimed at good model transfer between the three languages in-
volved. We demonstrate its behavior on the sentiment prediction problem. We fine-tuned the CroSlo-
Engual BERT model on a dataset of sentiment annotated English tweets (Mozetič et al., 2016). The
dataset contains roughly 88,000 English tweets with sentiment labels that were assigned by human
annotators. The model achieved an accuracy of 66.60%. The macro average of F1 score was 66.38%,
while F1 scores per class were 65.56% (positive), 67.92% (neutral) and 65.66% (negative).

4.1.2 LIME visualizations adapted for BERT

The LIME method uses bar charts to visualize the explanations of predictions. For text classification,
the bars represent the impact on prediction of the most relevant words in descending order of impact.
The most relevant words are highlighted in the accompanying text. The impact bars in the chart are
shown with two different colours, which correspond to the colour of the target class an individual word
contributes to. Figures 6 and 7 show an example of explanation visualization with LIME for positive and
negative sentiment, respectively. We used multi-class sentiment analysis classification using the BERT
model described in Section 4.1.1. On the left-hand side, the prediction probabilities are presented; in
the middle, the horizontal bar chart shows the words sorted by relevance, and on the right-hand side
we can see an input text with the words highlighted according to their importance (i.e. weights obtained
from the weighted linear regression). For example, in Figure 7 green words indicate negative sentiment,
while blue words indicate any of the other two classes. The weights correspond to probabilities. For
example, in model explained in Figure 6 if we remove the word “kiss”, the prediction probability for the
positive class of the explained sentence drops by 0.28.

4.1.3 SHAP visualizations adapted for BERT

The SHAP method visualizes explanations by plotting the features’ contributions to the prediction as the
difference between the default classifier and the actually predicted class probability. The default value
represents the predicted value of a model if all features are ignored (i.e. the average model output for
the training set). The features that contribute to the predicted class label are shown on the right-hand
side from the baseline in red, and the ones that oppose the predicted class are shown in blue left from
the baseline. Figures 8 and 9 show an example of explanation visualization with SHAP for positive
and negative sentiment, respectively. We use the same sentences shown above in Figures 6 and 7
and predict with the same BERT model as above with the LIME explanation method. For example, in
Figure 8, the features with strongest impact on the prediction correspond to longer arrows that point
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Figure 6: Visualization of prediction explanations with LIME for positive sentiment.

Figure 7: Visualization of prediction explanations with LIME for negative sentiment.

in the direction of the predicted class (shown in red on the right-hand side from the base value). The
contributions of all features sum up to the difference between the default prediction and the output for
the specific instance. If there were any features that significantly opposed the predicted class, they
would be shown in blue on the left-hand side from the base value.

Figure 8: Visualization of prediction explanations with SHAP for positive sentiment.
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Figure 9: Visualization of prediction explanations with SHAP for negative sentiment.

4.2 TextExplainViz visualization of explanations for text classifica-
tion

The newly proposed vizualisation method TextExplainViz8 is general and applicable to all above men-
tioned explanation techniques (IME, LIME, and SHAP); nevertheless, we demonstrate its potential for
visualizations of the state of the art BERT model.

To make visualization of predictions better adapted to texts, we modified the visualizations used in LIME
and SHAP (shown in Figures 6-9). Figure 10 is an example of our visualization for explaining text
classifications. It was inspired by the visualization used by the LIME method shown in Figures 6 and
7. We made some modifications to make the explanation more intuitive. Instead of the horizontal bar
chart of features’ impact on the prediction sorted in descending order, we used vertical bar chart and
presented the features (i.e. words) in the order they appear in the original sentence. In this way, the
graph allows the user to compare the direction of the impact (positive/negative) and also the magnitude
of impact for individual words. The bottom text box representation of the sentence shows the words
coloured green if they significantly contributed to the prediction and red if they significantly opposed it.
If the contribution was insignificant, the colour is absent. The significant impacts are discretized into two
intervals according to the predetermined thresholds, where darker colour represents more influential
words and lighter colour less influential ones.

While the LIME visualization includes adjustments for text data, the SHAP visualization shown in Fig-
ures 8 and 9 is primarily designed for explanations of tabular data and images. As explanations for text
data are represented in the same way, they are unintuitive and sometimes hard to understand. The
feature contributions are shown with arrows corresponding to the direction of the impact and are labeled
with the feature name and value. The features (i.e. words) are ordered by contribution and only the most
important ones are shown. Since the graph is not supplemented with the original sentence, it is hard to
make sense of the random words the algorithm recognized as important.

In the future, we intend to merge the two graphs (bar chart and text box representations) by supple-
menting each feature’s text box with a corresponding vertical bar that represents whether the word had
a positive or negative impact on the prediction and also how big the impact is. We think this would be
more intuitive for textual data.

4.3 AttViz: Online toolkit for visualization of self-attention

Modern NLP techniques make use of transfer learning via large pre-trained models—deep neural network
architectures that have gone through extensive unsupervised pre-training in order to capture context-
dependent meaning of individual tokens (Devlin et al., 2019; Y. Liu et al., 2019; Z. Yang et al., 2019).
Even though pre-training of such multi-million parameter neural networks can be expensive (Radford et
al., 2019), many pre-trained models have been made freely available to the wider research community,
unveiling the opportunity for the exploration of how, and why such large models perform well. One of
the main problems with neural language models is their lack of interpretability.

8https://github.com/enjakokalj/interpret_BERT
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Figure 10: An example of our approach to visualization of prediction explanations for negative sentiment. We
obtained the features’ contribution values with the LIME method. It is evident that the word "hate"
strongly contributed to the negative sentiment classification, while the word "lol" (laughing out loud)
slightly opposed it.

A potential way of extracting the token relevance is the attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014;
Luong et al., 2015). The attention mechanism learns token pair-value mappings, potentially encoding
relations between token pairs. When inspected as self-relations, the attention of a token w.r.t. itself (the
diagonal element of the token attention matrix) potentially offers some insight into the importance of
that token. Similar findings were also recently discussed when considering tabular data (Arik & Pfister,
2019).

However, analytically, exploration of attention can be a time consuming task requiring the investigation of
attention across a large number of attention heads and layers. This difficulty in the analysis of attention
has resulted in the rise of approaches aimed at attention visualization. Visualization of (latent) embedding
spaces is becoming ubiquitous in contemporary machine learning. For example, Google’s Embedding
Projector9 has offered numerous visualizations for non-savvy users, making embedding projections to
low dimensional (human-understandable) vector spaces simple and available online. Even though vi-
sualization of simple embedding spaces is already accessible, visualization of complex neural network
models’ interior representations distributed across multiple embeddings (e.g., attention vectors), how-
ever, can be a challenging task. The works of S. Liu et al. (2018a) and Yanagimto et al. (2018) are
examples of attempts at unveiling the workings of black-box attention layers and offering an interface
for human researchers to learn and inspect their models. Further, Yanagimto et al. (2018) visualized
self-attention with examples in sentiment analysis.

We built AttViz, an online solution that can be coupled with existing language models from the PyTorch-
transformers library10—one of the most widely used resources for language modeling. The idea behind
AttViz is that it is lightweight, as it does not offer (online) neural model training, but facilitates the explo-
ration of trained models. Along with AttViz, we provide a set of Python scripts that take as an input a
trained neural language model and output a JSON file to be used by AttViz visualisation tool.

9https://projector.tensorflow.org/
10https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Figure 11: Visualization of all attention heads. The sixth heads’s self attention is also used to highlight the text.
The document was classified as a business-related, which can be linked to high self attention at the
“trillion” and “uk” tokens. Note also that, the network is not certain about the class label – the business
and politics classes were predicted with similar probabilities (orange and red parts of the bar above
visualized text).

AttViz focuses exclusively on self-attention and introduces two novel ways of visualizing this property
while being available online and accessible to a wider audience. AttViz can interactively aggregate the
attention vectors and offers simultaneous exploration of the output probability space, as well as the
attention space. A common pipeline for using AttViz is as follows. First, a transformer-based trained
neural network model is used to obtain predictions on a desired set of instances (texts). The predictions
are converted into the JSON format, suitable for AttViz, along with the attention space of the language
model. The JSON file is loaded into AttViz (on the user’s machine client side), where its visualization
and exploration is possible. We next discuss the proposed visualization of the self-attention.

4.3.1 Visualization of self-attention

The initial AttViz view offers sequence-level visualization, where each (byte-pair encoded) token is
equipped with a self-attention value based on a given attention head (see Figure 11; central text space).
Following the first row that represents the input text, consequent rows correspond to attention values
that represent the importance of a given token with respect to a given attention head.

The rationale for this display is that commonly, only a certain number of attention heads are activated
(coloured fields), thus visualization must encompass both the whole attention space, as well as empha-
size individual heads (and tokens). In the example in Figure 11, we visualize a short segment related
to UK homes and spending. Note that the text is shown after the preprocessing consisting of byte-pair
encoding and lower-casing. The segment was correctly classified as business-related. Tokens such
as “trillion”, “uk” and “total” are all associated with high attention. The example shows how different
attention heads detect different aspects of the sentence, even at the single token (self-attention) level.
The user can observe that the next most probable category for this topic was politics (red colour), which
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is indeed a more sensible classification than e.g., sports. The example shows how interpretation of the
attention can be coupled with the model’s output for increased interpretability.

To examine of the effectiveness of the visual encoding, we can use a ranking of visual variables (Bertin,
1983) per data type, as proposed by Mackinlay (1986). In this example the quantitative values of self-
attention are being rendered using the visual variable colour intensity. This is quite a low ranking variable
for rendering quantitative information, this makes it difficult to estimate or compare the quantity of self at-
tention across the heads or tokens. If visual explanations require the quick comparisons of the “amount”
of self attention a different rendering may be better, using the variable’s position or length to represent
the quantity. However, this interface is designed to be able to render a large number of attention heads at
once which would be compromised by using a more space filling visual encoding. By using the position
variable to align the sentence with the self-attention quantities at each head, quick comparisons across
the heads is achieved but trades off the precision of the comparisons for a more general overview.

4.3.2 Aggregation of self-attention

The visualisation of self-attention seen in Figure 11 was extended to allow for the exploration of token-
based self-attention using a variety of aggregation schemes. In Figure 12, this new rendering can be
seen. The leftmost part shows (by id) individual self-attention vectors, along with options to select the
desired visualization, aggregation and file. The file selection indexes all examples contained in the input
(JSON) file. Attention vectors can be coloured with custom colours, as shown in the central (token-value)
view. The user can observe that, for example, the violet aggregation vector is active, and emphasizes
tokens such as “development” and “next” under an element-wise maximum aggregation. Further, the
upmost visualization in the right part of the view shows probabilities (obtained via softmax normalization
of the output layer weights) of the considered document belonging to a given class. This functionality
was added to help human explorers investigate the correspondence between the actual classification
and the classified text. Using the “Details” section below the probability legend, the distributions across
the class space can be further inspected.

In order to achieve this visualisation we apply several aggregation schemes across the space of individ-
ual tokens. Consider a matrix A ∈ Rh×t , where h is the number of attention vectors and t the number of
tokens. We consider various aggregations across the second dimension of the attention matrix A (index
j). In entropy based calculation, we denote with Pij the probability of observing Aij in the j-th column. The
mj corresponds to the number of unique values in that column. The proposed schemes are summarized
in Table 1.

Table 1: Aggregation schemes used in AttViz.

Aggregate name Definition
Mean(j) (mean) 1

h

∑
i Aij

Entropy(j) (ent) − 1
mj

∑h
i=0 Pij logPij

Standard deviation(j) (std)
√

1
h−1

∑
i (Aij − Aij)2

Elementwise Max(j) (max) max
i
(Aij)

Elementwise Min(j) (min) min
i
(Aij)

A further rendering of self-attention which makes use of these aggregation schemes is shown in Fig-
ure 13. The visualization displays the overall distribution of attention values across the whole token
space. Resembling a time series, for each consecutive token, the attention values are plotted sepa-
rately. This visualization offers an insight into self-attention peaks, i.e. parts of the attention space fo-
cused around certain tokens that potentially impact the performance and the decision making process
of a given neural network. This view also emphasizes different aggregations of the attention vector
space for a single token (e.g., mean, entropy, and maximum). The visualization, apart from the mean
self-attention (per token), also offers the information on maximum and minimum attention values (red
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Figure 12: Visualization of aggregations. The document was classified as a politics-related topic, it can be ob-
served that aggregations emphasize tokens such as “development”,“uk” and “poorer”. The user can
also highlight desired head information – in this example the maximum attention (purple) is highlighted.

Figure 13: The interactive series view. The user can, by hoovering over the desired part of the sequence, in-
spect the attention values and their aggregations. The text above the visualization is also highlighted
automatically.

dots), as well as the remainder of the self-attention values (gray dots). The user can this way explore
both the self-attention peaks, as well as the overall attention spread. In this view the visual encoding
enables easier quantitative comparisons of self-attention at the token level. The detail is greater, but the
overview is reduced.
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4.3.3 Comparison with state-of-the-art

An outline of similarities and differences of AttViz with other state-of-the-art visualization approaches is
shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Comparison of different aspects of the attention visualization approaches.

Approach AttViz (this work) BertViz neat-vision NCRF++
Visualization types sequence, aggregates head, model, neuron sequence sequence

Open source 3 3 3 3
Language Python + Node.js Python Python + Node.js Python

Accessibility Online Jupyter notebooks Online script-based
Sequence view 3 3 3 3

Interactive 3 3 3 7
Aggregated view 3 7 7 7

Target probabilities 3 7 3 7
Compatible with PyTorch Transformers 3 3 7 7

Token-to-token attention 7 3 7 3

The main novelties introduced as part of AttViz are the capability to aggregate the attention vectors
with four different aggregation schemes, offering insights both into the average attention and its vari-
ance.

The neat-vision project is the closest to AttViz’s functionality, neat-vision provides a similar sequence
visualisation to that found in NCRF++ (J. Yang & Zhang, 2018) but has additional interactive features.
Comparing neat-vision with AttViz the following differences were observed, neat-vision is not directly
bound to the PyTorch transformers library, requiring additional pre-processing on the user-side. Simi-
larly, the fast switching between the sequence and aggregate view are more emphasized in AttViz, as
they offer more general overview of the attention space. The class probabilities are to our knowledge
available in both tools, offering simultaneous exploration of both input and output space at the same
time.

AttViz is focused on the exploration of self-attention this a major difference compared with the functionality
provided in the BertViz tool (Vig, 2019), which focuses on token-to-token attention patterns. We realize
that the self-attention is not necessarily the only important aspect of a neural network that needs to
be inspected, but it is possibly the one where visualisation techniques have been the least explored.
Similarly to the work of S. Liu et al. (2018b), we plan to further explore potentially interesting relations
emerging from the attention matrices.

The links to source code and data used for the examples, tutorial of AttViz system and live demo are
contained in Section 5. The associated paper is attached as Appendix B.

5 Associated outputs
Description URL Availability

AttViz tutorials and code github.com/SkBlaz/attviz Public (GPL3)
AttViz visualization server attviz.ijs.si Public

MCD AE and VAE data generators github.com/KristianMiok/MCD-VAE Public (MIT)
TextExplainViz vizualization of explanations github.com/enjakokalj/interpret_BERT To become public∗

∗ Resources marked here as “To become public” are available only within the consortium while under
development and/or associated with work yet to be published. They will be released publicly when the
associated work is completed and published.

Parts of this work are also described in detail in the following publications.
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6 Conclusions and further work
We presented our initial work on explanation and visualization of prediction models for text. As cur-
rently BERT models produce state-of-the-art performance, we have modified three popular explanation
methods, LIME, SHAP, and IME, to work with BERT. We describe the necessary adaptations in the ex-
planations and visualize them with the proposed TextExplainViz approach. We show the outcome using
the Twitter sentiment prediction problem, classified with our recently introduced CroSloEngual BERT
produced in task T1.2 of WP1. As understanding of BERT workings is an open research question, we
contribute to BERT’s understanding by presenting AttViz system that visualizes BERT’s self-attention
heads.

In the future, we intend to improve the explanations and visualizations for text prediction by better assign-
ing credit for predictions to larger textual units, such as n-grams and sentences. To keep the complexity
of the method low, we intend to use dependency parsing which will produce sensible candidate textual
units for explanation. Our aim is to detect and visualize interactions on the level of subtrees returned by
the dependency parsing. As recently shown, the perturbation based explanation methods are suscep-
tible to adversarial attacks. To prevent the attacks, we intend to improve the sampling used internally
by these methods. Besides improved robustness, sampling also seems to be the key to improve the
efficiency of existing explanation methods. For text classifiers, we are going to approach the problem by
using pretrained language models such as BERT and ELMo.

We intend to further develop the work started with AttViz by creating further interactions and visual-
isations to explore potentially interesting relations emerging from the attention matrices. We believe
AttViz could be further extended with a larger database of popular models and a back-end functionality,
enabling it to e.g., fine-tune models.

Some ideas which will be further explored include:

• visualizing embeddings and visual embedding comparison,

• parallel visualization of (cross-lingual) embeddings,

• explanation and visualisations based on sentence/paragraph level features.

The produced explanation and visualization technologies will contribute to better interpretation of deep
learning models developed in T1.3 that will be applied in WP3, WP4, and WP5. The software imple-
mentations will be integrated into the Media Assistant developed in WP6.
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Abstract—For many analytical problems the challenge is to 
handle huge amounts of available data. However, there are data 
science application areas where collecting information is difficult 
and costly, e.g., in the study of geological phenomena, rare 
diseases, faults in complex systems, insurance frauds, etc. In 
many such cases, generators of synthetic data with the same 
statistical and predictive properties as the actual data allow 
efficient simulations and development of tools and applications. 
In  this work, we propose the incorporation of Monte Carlo 
Dropout method within Autoencoder (MCD-AE) and Variational 
Autoencoder (MCD-VAE) as efficient generators of synthetic 
data sets. As the Variational Autoencoder (VAE) is one of the 
most popular generator techniques, we explore its similarities 
and differences to the proposed methods. We compare the 
generated data sets with the original data based on statistical 
properties, structural similarity, and predictive similarity. The 
results obtained show a strong similarity between the results of 
VAE, MCD-VAE and MCD-AE; however, the proposed methods 
are faster and can generate values similar to specific selected 
initial instances.

I .  I n t r o d u c t i o n

We live in times of big data; yet, there are many application 
areas that lack sufficient data for analyses, simulations, and 
development of analytical approaches. For example, many 
studies within bio-medical domain require strict and expensive 
experimental conditions and can produce only small samples 
within the allocated budget. Similar examples are domains for 
which data is difficult to obtain, such are rare diseases, private 
records, or rare grammatical structures [1]. Thus, there is a 
need for machine learning methods that can generate new data 
preserving the statistical and predictive characteristics of the 
original data set.

Since its introduction by Diederik et al. [2], Variational 
autoencoders (VAE) become one of the most used unsuper-
vised learning methods within the family of autoencoder (AE) 
techniques [3], They are used in various problems: predicting 
dense trajectories of pixels in computer vision [4], anomaly
978-l-7281-4914-l/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE

detection [5], and conversion of molecular discrete representa-
tions to and from multidimensional continuous representations 
[6], A short description of VAEs is provided in Section 3. Our 
interest in VAEs is due to their ability to generate new data 
[7, 8],

The main goal of this work is to introduce Monte Carlo 
dropout into (variational) autoencoder-based data generating 
methods that can provide comparable results to existing VAE 
generators in a shorter time. To show favorable properties 
of the new generators, we conduct comparisons among three 
groups of data sets:

1) original data sets,
2) data sets produced by the VAE generator,
3) data sets generated using the newly introduced MCD- 

VAE and MCD-AE approaches.
We compare statistics of individual attributes in each of the 
data sets, structures of the data sets as determined by clus-
tering algorithms, predictive performance of machine learning 
algorithms trained and tested on data sets from each group, 
and times required for generation of new instances.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we 
shortly discuss related work. In Section 3, we introduce 
the methodology and architecture of our methods. Section 4 
describes how the VAE, MCD-VAE and MCD-AE generators 
were compared followed by the results obtained in Section 
5. We compare the computational performance of the three 
generators in Section 6 and derive conclusions in Section 7.

II. R e l a t e d  W o r k

Methods that learn the distribution from existing data in 
order to generate new instances are of recent interest to 
scientific community. Till recently, generative methods were 
based on models that provide a parametric specification of 
a probability distribution function and models that can esti-
mate kernel density [9]. For example, [10] and Yang et al. 
[11] used kernel density estimation to generate new virtual 
instances. However, those methods work only for data sets
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with low dimensionality. An interesting method that generates 
new records using an evolutionary algorithm was proposed 
in [12]. This method does not take dependencies between 
attributes into account. The generator based on Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) networks [1] corrects this shortcoming but 
is less suitable for really high dimensional data sets (such 
as images and text). Two popular generators for images are 
VAEs [13] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [9]. 
Interesting combinations of those two methods were proposed 
by Larsen et al. [14] and Rosea et al. [15] suggesting that a 
GAN discriminator can be used in place of a VAEs decoder.

As the GAN generated data that can be very different from 
the original data set its outputs cannot be used to simulate 
the original data. On the other hand, the shortcoming of 
VAE is that the newly generated values strongly depend on 
the distribution of the whole training set. Hence, in case we 
want to generate instances similar to specific instances, e.g., 
outliers, this is impossible. The proposed method addresses 
the mentioned shortcomings of VAEs and improves upon it 
in terms of flexibility of the generated instances and speed of 
generation.

I I I .  M e t h o d s

We first present the background information on AE, VAE 
and Monte Carlo Dropout method and then explain how 
we can harness the power of both to produce flexible and 
efficient data generators. Finally, we visually demonstrate the 
differences between different generators on a digit recognition 
data set.

A. (Variational) Autoencoders

A typical AE is made of two neural networks called an 
encoder and a decoder. The encoder compresses the data into 
an internal representation and the decoder tries to decompress 
from this compressed representation (or latent vector) back 
into the original data using a reconstruction loss function [16]. 
VAEs inherit the architecture of classical AEs introduced by 
Rumelhart at al. [17]; however, their learning process uses 
the data to explicitly estimate the distribution from which 
the latent space is sampled [3]. Hence, VAEs store the latent 
variables in the form of probability distributions. As depicted 
in Fig. 1, VAEs resample latent values z from the generated 
distribution that are further transformed using the decoder 
network. From the Bayesian perspective the encoder is doing 
an approximation of the posterior distribution p(z\x):

p(x\z)p(z) 
p(z\x) =  v ' V 

p(x)

where z denotes the hidden variable values and x the input 
data. As this distribution usually does not have analytical 
closed form solution, we have to approximate it. In order 
to avoid computationally expensive sampling procedure like 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling, the Varia-
tional Inference (VI) method is applied. The VI method [18] 
samples from the distribution for which the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence to the posterior distribution is minimal.

Encoder

0
Os
0 s

Latent Space Decoder

Fig. 1: Variational Autoencoder Diagram.

B. Monte Carlo Dropout Method

Deep learning is the state-of-the-art approach for many 
problems where machine learning is applied. However, stan-
dard deep neural networks do not provide information on 
reliability of predictions. Bayesian neural networks (BNN) can 
overcome this issue by probabilistic interpretation of model 
parameters. Apart from prediction uncertainty estimation, 
BNNs offer robustness to overfitting and can be efficiently 
trained even on small data sets [19]. While there exist several 
BNN variants and implementations, our work is based on 
Monte Carlo Dropout (MCD) method proposed by Gal and 
Ghahramani [20]. The idea of this approach is to capture 
prediction uncertainty using the dropout as a regularization 
technique. Authors prove that the use of dropout in NNs can 
be seen as a Bayesian approximation of the Gaussian process 
probabilistic models. Generating new values can be seen as the 
uncertainty estimation process of predicti the original instance 
for which generation is done [21]. The generated values shall 
reflect the distributional properties of the original instances.

The bias in the prediction accuracy can come from different 
sources. Based on where uncertainty is coming from, we dis-
tinguish: model uncertainty, data uncertainty, and distributional 
uncertainty. Model uncertainty describes how well the model 
fits the data and it can be reduced using larger training set. 
The data uncertainty is caused by the nature of the data 
set used and is irreducible by current techniques. Distribu-
tional uncertainty arises from the distributional incompatibility 
between the training and testing data sets. In case of the 
Bayesian inference, the overall uncertainty is captured with the 
data and model uncertainty [22]. The prediction uncertainties 
within the Bayesian framework can be summarized with the 
posterior predictive distribution (PPD) [23]. Once the posterior 
distribution is estimated, the PPD can be calculated using the 
formula:

p(y*\x*,X,Y) =  J p ( y * \ r ( x * ) )  P(u \X,Y)cLj

where the p(y*\f “ (x*)) is the likelihood function that con-
tains the data uncertainty while the p(uj\X, Y) is the posterior 
distribution of the model parameters u  presenting uncertainty 
of the model.

The idea of MCD method is to replace the complex 
Bayesian process of seizing those uncertainties during the
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regularization using dropout. Practically, the dropout is equiv-
alent to several forward passes through the network and 
recalculation of the results. At each backward pass, the model 
ends-up with new optimization results of the model weights. 
Keeping all this information, the method mimics the Bayesian 
inference and is equivalent to the Bayesian posterior distribu-
tion estimation [24],

Fig. 2: Variational Autoencoder with MCD Decoder. Note the 
difference to Figure 1.

C. VAEs fo r Data Generation

For the VAE architecture (Figure 1), we use two interme-
diate layers (fully-connected layers) with size of M (e.g. 512) 
and N (e.g. 256) in the encoder. Similarly, the decoder contains 
two fully-connected layers with N and M neurons. To take into 
account various types of data sets used in our experiments, we 
choose the number of latent variables L  to be equal to one-half 
of attributes present in each data set. This value is chosen in 
order to keep an important part of the information from which 
the new data can be generated.

There are two approaches to generate the data from the 
VAE, once the model is trained. The first approach is to 
generate the sampled latent vectors from the estimated normal 
distribution (/i, E) where the E is a diagonal covariance 
matrix. The sampled values are then sent through the decoder 
part to get the final generated instances. The second approach 
is to send existing instances through the trained encoder and 
decoder layers. In this paper, we are interested to generate 
new values similar to existing values present in the training 
set, therefore we focus on the second approach.

The process of generating data using the VAE method can 
be described as follows.

1) Obtain the distribution of latent vectors (Hi,&i) with
i  =  1 from each value in the seeding data set by
using the encoder.

2) Resample t  times from the obtained latent space distri-
bution, where t is the number of new instances we want 
to generate for a single seeding instance as in following 
equation:

Zi =  fii +   e, where e ~  1V(0,1).

D. MCD-VAE for Data Generation

The MCD-VAE architecture (Figure 2) has a similar struc-
ture to the VAE generator, with the exception that the MCD 
regularization is used within the decoder layers.

The process of generating data with MCD-VAE can be 
described as follows.

1) Obtain the distribution of latent vectors (Hi, (Ji) with 
i  =  1, . . . ,  L  from each value in the seeding data set.

2) Send the means Hi > ■ ■ •: Hl  through the MCD decoder t 
times, where t is the number of new instances we want 
to generate for a single seeding instance.

As evident from the above description, MCD-VAE utilizes 
MCD within the decoder part to get additional fine grained 
control over the generated instances. Namely, once the MCD- 
VAE is prepared for a single seeding instance, due to dropout, 
it can produce many different outputs by going forward 
through the network. This increases the speed of generation 
and gives the user of the generator much finer control on the 
generated instances.

E. MCD-AE for Data Generation

We can apply the MC dropout method also in the decoder 
part of AE and get the generator called MCD-AE. The 
structure of MCD-AE in our experiments is similar to VAE 
and MCD-VAE described before. The process to generate data 
in MCD-AE is outlined below.

1) For each value in the seeding data set, obtain latent 
vectors of size L.

2) Send the latent vectors through the MCD decoder. The 
decoder samples a new dropout mask in each of the 
t  forward passes through the network and generates t 
values for a single input.

The decoder part of the MCD-AE generator is identical to 
the decoder in MCD-VAE. The difference between the two 
generators is that MCD-AE does not assume any distributional 
constraints for the latent space representation.

F. Visual Comparison of the Generators

We visually demonstrate the differences between the three 
generators (VAE, MCD-VAE, and MCD-AE). For this we have 
chosen a well-known MNIST data set of hand-written digits1 
and used it to train the three generators. The architecture for 
VAE and MCD-VAE generators contains a fully-connected 
layer with 1024 units and a latent layer with the size 10. 
The generated images are presented in Figure 3. The original 
seeding image is always given in the first column. In this 
experiment, we investigated generation of digits 9, 5, and 1 
(see the three blocks of images). Digits 9 and 5 were generated 
from seeding instances that are written in nonstandard way, 
with the shape that differs from the rest of digits in their class. 
The digit 1 that was used as a seeding instance is written in 
a standard way.

The five images generated for the digit 9 using VAE (top 
group, first row) have the same structures as the seeding digit

3) Decode the resampled values by the decoder. 1http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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VAE

MCD VAE 

MCD AE

/ / / / / /
/ / / / / ;
/ / / / / /

Fig. 3: The generated numbers 9, 5, and 1 are grouped in the 
top, middle and bottom, respectively. Each block of images 
contains the original seeding image (in the first column) and 
five generated images using VAE (the first row), MCD VAE 
(the second row), MCD AE (the third row).

9 but do not reflect much specifics of the seeding image. 
Contrarily, the images generated using MCD-VAE and MCD- 
AE (top group, second and third row) tend to better reflect the 
actual structure of the seeding images. The digit 5, used as a 
seeding instance in the middle group of images is a complete 
outlier - on the first sight one can not be sure i f  it is 5 or 
6. The five generated images for digit 5 using VAE (middle 
group, first row) reflect all the training instances and do not 
take specifics of the seeding instance into account; hence, VAE 
generates images a bit similar to the digit 8. On the other 
hand, the images generated using MCD-VAE and MCD-AE 
better mimic the seeding image. The images generated from 
the seeding digit 1, written in the standard way, do not seem 
to differ much between the three generators (bottom group).

IV. E x p e r i m e n t a l  s e t t i n g

In this section, we first describe the methodology used to 
compare original and generated data in Section IV-A. We 
compare statistical, structural, and prediction properties of 
two data sets presented in Section IV-B. In Section IV-C, 
we present the data sets which served as original data in our 
evaluation.

A. Data Generation Experiment

To prepare a training data set for generators, the original 
data set is randomly split into two equal parts as shown in 
Figure 4. The first part is further split into the equal-sized 
training and generator seeding parts, while the second part of 
the original data set is left for evaluation. The training part 
is used to train the generators, while the generator seeding 
part is used in data generation. From each instance in the 
generator seeding set, two new instances were generated. Thus, 
the newly generated data sets are of the same size as the 
evaluation data sets.

Fig. 4: Splits of each original data set used in the experimental 
evaluation: the generator training set (25%), generator seeding 
set (25%), and evaluation set (50%).

In order to deal with multi-valued categorical attributes, we 
encode them with several binary substitute attributes, where 
the presence of a given categorical value in the original 
attribute sets the substitute variable corresponding to that value 
to 1. For example, for a multi-valued attribute X  with three 
values {red, green, blue} we form three substitute binary 
variables X reci, X gTeen,XuUe- I f  the original attribute contains 
value X  =  blue, the values of the substitute attributes are 
X red =  0, Xgreen =  0, X biue =  1- After the data is generated, 
we perform the reverse operation and decode the substitute 
variables into one multi-valued attribute.

B. Data Set Comparison

In evaluation, presented in Section V, we take an existing 
data set and based on it we generate three synthetic data 
sets, using VAE, MCD-VAE, and MCD-AE. The original and 
the three generated data sets are compared using a general 
data set comparison framework [25] which consist of three 
components, statistical evaluation of differences between at-
tributes, structural comparison of data sets based on clustering, 
and predictive comparison based on classification models. We 
describe the three components below.

1) Statistical evaluation of attributes, test the mean, stan-
dard deviation, and differences in distributions between 
matching attributes in two compared data sets. In order 
to make comparison sensible for all statistics, the at-
tributes are normalized to [0,1] scale. The value that 
summarizes the difference between the two data sets 
is calculated as the median value of pairwise attribute 
differences. For example, to compare mean across the 
whole data set, we compute the differences in means 
for each of the attributes and then average these values 
and report it as the final measure. We therefore report 
Amean and Astd.

2) Clustering performance evaluation is performed based 
on the structured based distance comparing two data
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sets using the adjusted Rand index (ARI) [26]. The ARI 
value is in range of [0,1] having 0 in the case of random 
distributions of clusters and 1 for ideally matching 
clusters. The clusters of two data sets are separately 
computed and the process obtains the medoids for each 
of the clusterings. The instances in the second data set 
are assigned to the nearest clusters in the first data set 
based on the medoids computed for the first data set. 
The same assignment is repeated with the first data 
set, as instances of the first data set are assigned to 
clusters computed on the second data set based on the 
medoids from these clusters. In this way, we obtain 
two clusterings that contain instances from both data 
sets. Finally, we use ARI to summarize the clustering 
similarity between the two clusterings and report it as 
the data sets topological similarity value.

3) Classification performance based evaluation measures 
the predictive similarity of two data sets by comparing 
random forest classification accuracies on the two data 
sets. Let us assume that the original data set is denoted as 
d\ and the generated data sets are labeled with d -̂ Both 
d\ and are split into two parts, where the first parts are 
used to train the random forest models m i and m2, while 
the second parts are used for testing. Four accuracy 
values are computed: m \di - model computed on the 
first data set and evaluated on the first data set; rriidz 
- model computed on the first data set and evaluated 
on the second data set; rrizdi - model computed on the 
second data set and evaluated on the first data set; and 
m2 ^ 2  - model computed on the second data set and 
evaluated on the second data set. I f  those four values 
are similar (in particular i f  accuracies on the original 
data set are close, i.e. accuracies of m \di and m2<ii), 
one can conclude that the first and the second data set 
have similar predictive performance. We report only the 
difference of m^di — rriid i as the predictive similarity 
Aacc.

C. Data Sets

To evaluate the difference between results of the three gen-
erators, we use data sets from UCI (University of California 
Irvine) repository [27]. The R package readMLDATA [28] was 
used for data manipulation. We selected classification data sets 
with between 500 and 1000 instances. The characteristics of 
the used data sets are provided in Table I.

TABLE I :  The characteristics of the used data sets. The columns are: n  
- number of instances, a  -  number o f attributes, num - number of numeric 
attributes, disc - number of discrete attributes, v/a - average number o f values 
per discrete attribute, C - number o f class values, majority % - proportion of 
majority class in percentages, missing % - percentage o f missing values.

majority missing
Data set n a num disc v/a C (%) (%)
Brest-WDBC 569 30 30 0 0.0 2 62.7 0.00
Brest-WISC 699 9 9 0 0.0 2 65.5 0.25
Credit-screening 690 15 6 9 4.4 2 55.5 0.64
PIMA-diabetes 768 8 8 0 0.0 2 65.1 0.00
Statlog-German 1000 20 7 13 4.2 2 70.0 0.00
Tic-tac-toe 958 9 0 9 3.0 2 65.3 0.00

V . E v a l u a t i o n  a n d  r e s u l t s

Using the above described data sets we evaluated the quality 
of data generators. In Table II we compare the original data set 
with the generated data set using VAE architecture. The results 
comparing the original data set with the MCD-VAE and MCD- 
AE generators are presented in Tables III and IV, respectively. 
For comparison we use the statistical, structural, and predictive 
criteria, described in Section IV-B, i.e. the average difference 
in means (Amean) and standard deviation (Astd), similarity of 
produced clusters expressed with Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), 
and differences in predictive accuracy Aacc (rr^di — m\di).

TABLE II: Comparison between the original data and VAE generator.

Data set
Breast-WDBC
Breast-WISC
Credit-screening
PIMA-diabetes
Statlog-German
Tic-tac-toe

A mean A std ARI Aacc
-0.161 -0.089 0.909 -0.024 
-0.069 0.001 0.970 -0.045
-0.078 -0.041 0.474 -0.068 
-0.171 -0.047 0.446 -0.015 
-0.040 0.040 0.167 -0.000

- - 0.133 -0.092

TABLE III: Comparison between the original data and MCD-VAE gener-
ator.

Data set A mean A std ARI Aacc
Breast-WDBC
Breast-WISC
Credit-screening
PIMA-diabetes
Statlog-German
Tic-tac-toe

-0.045 -0.044 0.876 -0.008 
0.011 0.013 0.916 -0.011

-0.028 -0.038 0.447 -0.061 
-0.022 -0.028 0.715 -0.007 
-0.016 0.028 0.243 -0.001

- - 0.122 -0.017

TABLE IV : Comparison between the original data and MCD-AE generator.

Data set A mean A std ARI Aacc
Breast-WDBC -0.059 -0.048 0.746 -0.014
Breast-WISC 0.004 0.021 0.994 -0.020
Credit-screening
PIMA-diabetes
Statlog-German
Tic-tac-toe

-0.046 -0.036 0.393 -0.072 
-0.077 -0.037 0.551 -0.012 
-0.030 0.021 0.235 0.000

- - 0.224 -0.158

Comparing the results in Tables II, IE, and IV, we can see 
that differences between the original and generated data are 
small. There is no clear pattern which of the three generators 
is better. We can conclude that all of them are useful, while 
minor differences in the quality of the generated data may 
depend on the structure of a data set. However, it can be 
observed that MCD-VAE provide slightly better classification 
performance than VAE and MCD-AE based on the compared 
Aacc value. On the other hand, for Breast-WDBC, Breast- 
WISC and Credit-screening datasets VAE generator has the 
better clustering performance than the two newly introduced 
generators.

VI. C o m p a r i n g  e f f i c i e n c y  o f  g e n e r a t o r s

In order to compare the data generation time (in seconds) 
of VAE, MCD-VAE, and MCD-AE, we measure the time for 
100 repetitions of the data generating process using the above
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described data sets. To get reliable measurements, we resample 
each seeding instance 1000 times (instead of 2 times as in the 
previous experiments). Table V reports the mean and standard 
deviation of the measured times. We generate data sets as 
described in Section HI For VAE, the instances in seeding 
data sets are encoded to obtain the latent values, then the latent 
values are resampled and decoded. For MCD-VAE and MCD- 
AE, we obtain the mean values with the seeding instances and 
obtain the generated data using the MCD decoder.

TABLE V : Comparison o f time required for data generation in seconds.

Datasets/Models VAE [s.d.] MCD-VAE [s.d.] MCD-AE [s.d.]
Breast-WDBC 1.04 [0.018] 0.89 [0.022] 0.89 [0.020]
Breast-WISC 0.90 [0.019] 0.85 [0.037] 0.89 [0.011]
Credit-screening 1.00 [0.030] 0.93 [0.025] 0.94 [0.010]
PIMA-diabetes 0.91 [0.034] 0.85 [0.021] 0.85 [0.016]
Statlog-German 1.07 [0.018] 1.03 [0.018] 1.10 [0.045]
Tic-tac-toe 0.99 [0.026] 0.93 [0.039] 0.94 [0.012]

The MCD-VAE and MCD-AE generators are consistently 
slightly faster than the VAE generator (between 5-10%). 
Although the MCD-AE generator is architecturally simpler, it 
is not faster then the MCD-VAE generator. The datasets used 
are relatively small, hence, for the larger datasets, we expect 
larger differences.

V II. C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  F u r t h e r  W o r k

We constructed and compared three generators of semi-
artificial data. The VAE generator is based on the variational 
autoencoder architecture while the MCD-AE and MCD-VAE 
employ Monte Carlo dropout within autoencoders and varia-
tional autoencoders. The comparison of the generated data sets 
based on statistical, structural, and predictive properties shows 
that the three generators produce similar data sets which are 
highly similar to the original data.

The advantages of the proposed Monte Carlo dropout em-
ployed within VAE and AE over the existing VAE method can 
be summarized with the following two points:

• Improved speed. Based on the results presented in Table 
V we can conclude that generating data using MCD- 
VAE and MCD-AE is slightly faster than using the VAE 
generator.

• Greater flexibility. The MCD-VAE and MCD-AE meth-
ods generates data similar to specific selected seeding 
instances. This can be very useful if  the provided seeding 
instances are outliers or instances of special interest. 
For example, in image generation, the newly generated 
images will be closer to the original one even when the 
original image is different from the rest of the images in 
the training set.

The advantage of the MCD-AE method over MCD-VAE 
method is that does not make any distributional assumptions 
during the latent space generation. The information received 
from the encoder part is directly introduced into the MCD 
decoder. The time required for data generation using MCD- 
AE is similar to MCD-VAE. The more detailed differences 
between these generators are left for further investigation.

With methodological development of deep learning, the 
models that can estimate the distributions, e.g., the vari-
ational autoencoders, are becoming increasingly important. 
Hence, our further work will focus on investigating new 
and improving existing architectures that can generate new 
data efficiently and reliably. Further, we aim to test those 
architectures within different application contexts. As bio-
medical imaging is expensive and limited by the budget, our 
goal is to investigate data generation within this field. The 
Python code of the proposed generators is publicly available2.
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Abstract

Neural language models are becoming the prevailing methodology for the tasks of query an-
swering, text classification, disambiguation, completion and translation. Commonly comprised
of hundreds of millions of parameters, these neural network models offer state-of-the-art perfor-
mance at the cost of interpretability; humans are no longer capable of tracing and understanding
how decisions are being made. The attention mechanism, introduced initially for the task of
translation, has been successfully adopted for other language-related tasks. We propose AttViz,
an online toolkit for exploration of self-attention—real values associated with individual text to-
kens. We show how existing deep learning pipelines can produce outputs suitable for AttViz,
offering novel visualizations of the attention heads and their aggregations with minimal effort,
online. We show on examples of news segments how the proposed system can be used to inspect
and potentially better understand what a model has learned (or emphasized).

1 Introduction

Contemporary machine learning that addresses text-related tasks adheres to the use of large language
models—deep neural network architectures that have gone through extensive unsupervised pre-training
in order to capture context-dependent meaning of individual tokens (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2019; Yang et al., 2019). Even though pre-training of such multi-million parameter neural networks
can be expensive (Radford et al., 2019), many pre-trained models have been made freely available to
the wider research community, unveiling the opportunity for the exploration of how, and why such large
models perform well. One of the main problems with neural language models is their interpretability.
Even though the models learn the task well (even at super-human levels), understanding the reasons for
predictions and inspection of whether the models picked up irrelevant biases or spurious correlations can
be a non-trivial task.

Approaches to understanding black-box (non-interpretable) neural network models often resort to
post-hoc approximations, e.g., SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017), and similar are not necessary inter-
nal to the model itself. A potential way of extracting the token relevance is the attention mechanism
(Bahdanau et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015). The attention mechanism learns token pair-value mappings,
potentially encoding relations between token pairs. When inspected as self-relations, the attention of a
token w.r.t. itself (the diagonal element of the token attention matrix) potentially offers some insight into
the importance of that token. Similar findings were also recently discussed when considering tabular
data (Arik and Pfister, 2019). However, analytically, as well as numerically, exploration of attention can
be a cumbersome task, resulting in the rise of approaches aimed at attention visualization. Visualization
of (latent) embedding spaces is becoming ubiquitous in contemporary machine learning. For example,
the Google’s Embedding Projector1 has offered numerous visualizations for non-savvy users, making
embedding projections to low dimensional (human-understandable) vector spaces simple and available
online. Even though visualization of simple embedding spaces is already accessible, visualization of

1https://projector.tensorflow.org/
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complex neural network models’ interior representations distributed across multiple embeddings (e.g.,
attention vectors), however, can be a challenging task. The works of (Liu et al., 2018a) and (Yanagimto
et al., 2018) are examples of attempts at unveiling the workings of black-box attention layers and of-
fering an interface for human researches to learn and inspect their models.(Liu et al., 2018a) visualize
, as well as offer possible coloring of the attention space. Further, (Yanagimto et al., 2018) visualized
self-attention with examples in sentiment analysis. The main contributions of AttViz are multi-fold, and
can be stated as follows. AttViz focuses exclusively on self-attention and introduces two novel ways
of visualizing this property while being available online and accessible to a wider audience. AttViz can
interactively aggregate the attention vectors and offers simultaneous exploration of the output probability
space, as well as the attention space.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the works, related to
the proposed AttViz approach. In Section 3, we present the key ideas and technical implementation
of AttViz, followed by our use case – a study of news segments in Section 5. Finally, we discuss (in
Section 6) the overall capabilities of AttViz.

2 Attention visualization

Visualization of the attention mechanism for text has recently emerged as an active research area due to
an increased popularity of attention based methods in natural language processing. Recent deep neural
network language models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019), and RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019) are comprised of multiple attention heads—separate weight spaces each associated
with the input sequence in a unique way. Language models consist of multiple attention matrices, all
contributing to the final prediction. Visualising the attention weights from each of attention matrix is
thus an important component in understanding and interpreting these models.

The attention mechanism which originated in the work on neural machine translation lends itself nat-
urally to visualisation. (Bahdanau et al., 2014) used heat maps to display the attention weights between
input and output text. This visualisation technique was first applied to the task of translation but found
use in many other tasks such as visualising an input sentence and output summarization (Rush et al.,
2015) and visualizing an input document and textual entailment hypothesis (Rocktäschel et al., 2015). In
these heat map visualisations, a matrix or a vector is used to represent the learned alignments and color
intensity illustrates attention weights. This provides a summary of the attention patterns describing how
they map the input to the output. For classification tasks, a similar visualisation approach can be used to
display the attention weights between the classified document and the predicted label (Yang et al., 2016;
Tsaptsinos, 2017). Here, the visualisation of attention often displays the input document with the atten-
tion weights superimposed onto individual words. The superimposed attention weights are represented
similarly to heat map visualisations using a color saturation to encode attention value.

An alternative visual encoding of attention weights is a bipartite graph visualisation. Here attention
weights are represented by edge weights or thickness between two lists of words. This technique has
been used to help interpret model output in neural machine translation (Lee et al., 2017), in natural
language inference (Liu et al., 2018b), and for model debugging (Strobelt et al., 2018). A version of
this visualisation which was designed specifically for multi-head self-attention (Vaswani et al., 2017)
uses color hue to encode the attention head associated with each weight. The color is applied to the
edges and is superimposed as a color strip over the node words. The intensity of the colors in the strips
at each word position summarises the distribution of attention weight for that word across the heads.
This multi-head self visualisation technique was recently extended (Vig, 2019) with two visualisations.
The first, called “Model View”, is a visualisation of the bipartite graphs for each layer and head in the
system. The second visualization, “Neuron View”, drills down to the computation of the attention score
associated with each weighed edge in the bipartite graph. The element wise product, dot product, and
softmax values are all visualised using coloured elements with saturation representing the magnitude of
the value. This visualisation provides some insight into how each attention weight was computed while
still providing the overview of attention weights.

The purpose of the proposed AttViz is to unveil the attention layer space to human explorers in an
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intuitive manner. The tool emphasizes self-attention, that is, the diagonal of the token-token attention
matrix which possibly corresponds to relevance of individual tokens. By making use of alternative
encoding techniques, the attention weights across the layers and heads can be explored dynamically to
investigate the interactions between the model and the input data. The proposed AttViz differentiates
from existing visualization tools as follows. The focus of the tool is, as stated, self-attention, implying
visualization of (attention-annotated) input token sequences can be carried out directly. We developed
a novel visualization technique, where self-attention values are on per-token basis visualized across the
input sequence for each self-attention vector. Further, AttViz offers visualization of the distribution of
the attention values across the token sequence along with relevant aggregations, such as the min/max and
similar. Finally, the tool simultaneously shows both the prediction probabilities, making interpretation
of the self-attention space even more transparent, and with it the information on potential alternative
classifications.

3 AttViz: An online toolkit for visualization of self-attention

We built AttViz, an online solution that can be coupled with existing language models from the PyTorch-
transformers library2—one of the most widely used resources for language modeling. The idea behind
AttViz is that it is lightweight, as it does not offer (online) neural model training, but facilitates the
exploration of trained models. Along with AttViz, we provide a set of Python scripts that take as an
input a trained neural language model and output a JSON file to be used by AttViz visualisation tool. A
common pipeline for using AttViz is as follows. First, a transformer-based trained neural network model
is used to obtain predictions on a desired set of instances (texts). The predictions are converted into the
JSON format, suitable for AttViz, along with the attention space of the language model. The JSON file is
loaded into AttViz (on the user’s machine client side), where its visualization and exploration is possible.
We next discuss the proposed visualization of the self-attention.

3.1 Visualization of self-attention

In this section, we discuss the proposed visualization schemes that emphasize different aspects of self-
attention. The initial AttViz view offers sequence-level visualization, where each (byte-pair encoded)
token is equipped with a self-attention value based on a given attention head (see Figure 1; central text
space). Following the first row that represents the input text, consequent rows correspond to attention
values that represent the importance of a given token with respect to a given attention head. As discussed
in the empirical part of this paper (Section 5), the rationale for this display is that commonly, only a
certain number of attention heads are activated (colored fields), thus visualization must entail both the
whole attention space, as well as emphasize individual heads (and tokens).

The same document can also be viewed in the “aggregation” mode (Figure 2), where the attention
sequence is shown across the token space. The user can interactively explore how the self-attention
varies for individual input tokens, by changing both the scale, as well as the type of the aggregation used,
the visualization can be used to emphasize various aspects of the self-attention space.

The second developed visualization (Figure 2) is the overall distribution of attention values across the
whole token space. Resembling a time series, for each consequent token, the attention values are plotted
separately. This visualization offers an insight into self-attention peaks, i.e. parts of the attention space
focused around certain tokens that potentially impact the performance and the decision making process
of a given neural network. This view also emphasizes different aggregations of the attention vector space
for a single token (e.g., mean, entropy, and maximum). The visualization, apart from the mean self-
attention (per token), also offers the information on maximum and minimum attention values (red dots),
as well as the remainder of the self-attention values (gray dots). The user can this way explore both the
self-attention peaks, as well as the overall spread.

2https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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3.2 Aggregation of self-attention
We apply several aggregation schemes across the space of individual tokens. Consider a matrix
A ∈ Rh×t, where h is the number of attention vectors and t the number of tokens. We consider var-
ious aggregations across the second dimension of the attention matrix A (index j). In entropy based
calculation, we denote with Pij the probability of observing Aij in the j-th column. The mj corresponds
to the number of unique values in that column. The proposed schemes are summarized in Table 1. The

Table 1: Aggregation schemes used in AttViz.
Aggregate name Definition
Mean(j) (mean) 1

h

∑
iAij

Entropy(j) (ent) − 1
mj

∑h
i=0 Pij logPij

Standard deviation(j) (std)
√

1
h−1

∑
i(Aij −Aij)2

Elementwise Max(j) (max) max
i

(Aij)

Elementwise Min(j) (min) min
i
(Aij)

attention aggregates can also be visualized as part of the aggregate view (Figure 2), where, for exam-
ple, the mean attention is plotted as a line along with the attention space for each token, depicting the
dispersion around certain parts of the input text.

4 Comparison with state-of-the-art

In the following section we discuss in more detail the similarities and differences of AttViz with other
state-of-the-art visualization approaches. Comparisons are summarized in Table 2. The neat-vison pack-
age is available at3.

Approach AttViz (this work) BertViz (Vig, 2019) neat-vision NCRF++ (Yang and Zhang, 2018)
Visualization types sequence, aggregates head, model, neuron sequence sequence

Open source 3 3 3 3

Language Python + Node.js Python Python + Node.js Python
Accessibility Online Jupyter notebooks Online script-based

Sequence view 3 3 3 3

Interactive 3 3 3 7

Aggregated view 3 7 7 7

Target probabilities 3 7 3 7

Compatible with PyTorch Transformers? (Wolf et al., 2019) 3 3 7 7

token-to-token attention 7 3 7 3

Table 2: Comparison of different aspects of the attention visualization approaches.

The main novelties introduced as part of AttViz are the capability to aggregate the attention vectors
with four different aggregation schemes, offering insights both into the average attention but also its
dispersity around a given token. The neat-vision project is the closest to AttViz’s functionality, with
the following differences. It is not directly bound to PyTorch transformers library, requiring additional
pre-processing on the user-side. Similarly, the fast switching between the sequence and aggregate view
are more emphasized in AttViz, as they offer more general overview of the attention space. The class
probabilities are to our knowledge available in both tools, offering simultaneous exploration of both input
and output space at the same time.

5 Example usage: News visualization

In this section, we present a step-by-step use of the server along with potential insights the user can
obtain. The examples are based on the BBC news data set4 (Greene and Cunningham, 2006) that contains
2,225 news articles on five different topics (business, entertainment, politics, sport, tech). The documents

3https://github.com/cbaziotis/neat-vision
4https://github.com/suraj-deshmukh/BBC-Dataset-News-Classification/blob/master/

dataset/dataset.csv
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Figure 1: Visualization of aggregations. The document was classified as a politics-related topic, it can
be observed that aggregations emphasize tokens such as “development”,“uk” and “poorer”. The user can
also highlight desired head information – in this example the maximum attention (purple) is highlighted.

Figure 2: The interactive series view. The user can, by hoovering over the desired part of the sequence,
inspect the attention values and their aggregations. The text above the visualization is also highlighted
automatically.

from the dataset were split into short segments. The splits allow easier training (manageable sequence
lengths), as well as easier inspection of the models. We split the dataset into 60% of the documents that
were used to train a BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019) model, 20% for validation and 20% for testing5.

The fine-tuning of the BERT model was conducted as discussed in the examples of the PyTorch-
Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2019). The best-performing hyper parameter combination was using

5The obtained model classified the whole documents into five categories with 96% Accuracy, which is comparable with the
state-of-the-art performance (Trieu et al., 2017); however, note that the train, validation, and test splits were randomly created.
For prediction and visualisation, only short segments are used
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Figure 3: Visualization of all attention heads. The sixth heads’s self attention is also used to highlight
the text. The document was classified as a business-related, which can be linked to high self attention
at the “trillion” and “uk” tokens. Note also that, compared to the first two examples (Figures 1 and 2),
the network is less certain – the business and politics classes were predicted with similar probabilities
(orange and red parts of the bar above visualized text).

3 epochs with the sequence length of 512 (other hyper parameters were left at their default values).
We used Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU processor for fine-tuning. While more recent larger language models
such as e.g., XLNet (Yang et al., 2019) could produce better accuracy, the idea and the use of AttViz
visualizations is the same; hence, we selected the most commonly used model (BERT-base).

The main user interface of AttViz is displayed in Figures 1 and 2 and 3. In the first example (Figure 1),
the user can observe the main view that consists of two parts. The leftmost part shows (by id) individual
self-attention vectors, along with visualization, aggregation and file selection options. The file selection
indexes all examples contained in the input (JSON) file. Attention vectors can be colored with custom
colors, as shown in the central (token-value view). The user can observe that, for example, the violet
attention head (no. 5) is active, and emphasizes tokens such as “servants” (from civil servants), which
indicates a politics-related topic (as correctly classified). Here, the token (byte-pair encoded) space
is shown along with self-attention values for each token. The attention vectors are shown below the
token space and aligned for direct inspection (and correspondence). Further, the upmost visualization
in the right part of the view shows probabilities (obtained via softmax normalization of the output layer
weights) of the considered document belonging to a given class. This functionality was added to help
human explorers investigate the correspondence between the actual classification and the classified text.
Using “Details” section below the probability legend, the distributions across the class space can be
further inspected.

In Figure 2, the user can observe the same text segment as an attention series spanning the input
token space. Again, note that tokens, such as “trillion” and “uk” correspond to high values in a subset
of the attention heads, indicating their potential importance for the obtained classification. However, we
observed that only a few attention heads “activate” with respect to individual tokens, indicating that other
attention heads are not focusing on the tokens themselves, but possibly on relations between them. This
is possible and the attention matrices contain such information, yet the study of token relations is not
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the focus of this work (see (Vig, 2019) for such a visualization). In this work we focus on self-attention
as such information can be directly mapped across token sequences, emphasizing tokens that are of
relevance to the classification task at hand. Consequently, we see AttViz as being the most useful when
exploring models used for classification of hatespeech or similar news texts, where individual tokens
carry key information for classification.

In the example in Figure 3, we visualize a short segment related to uk homes and spending. Note that
the text is shown after the preprocessing consisting of byte-pair encoding and lower-casing.

The segment was correctly classified as business-related. Tokens, such as “trillion”, “uk” and “total”
are all associated with high attention. The example shows how different attention heads detect different
aspects of the sentence, even at the single token (self-attention) level. The user can observe that the
next most probable category for this topic was politics (red color), which is indeed a more sensible
classification than e.g., sports. The example shows how interpretation of the attention can be coupled
with the model’s output for increased interpretability.

A careful inspection of the remainder of the documents revealed that in the majority of cases, the first
token is also emphasized. We believe the following reasons can induce this observed bias. First, as the
BERT-base model was used for the classification task, the model was only fine-tuned on the news data
set (for a few epochs), after being extensively pre-trained on vast amounts of text. The pre-training phase
could introduce the bias, as the model is implicitly forced to learn to predict the next token, indicating
that the first token in the classified segment will be of high “relevance”. In the second interpretation,
when the first token is a content work, it can already carry a lot of meaning for the whole sentence, thus
it could be reasonably relevant for the task.

6 Critical overview of AttViz and Conclusions

As AttViz is an online toolkit for facilitated attention exploration, we discuss possible concerns regarding
its usefulness. One of the main issues with online methods is privacy. Currently, AttViz does not employ
any anonymization strategies, meaning that private processing of the input data is not guaranteed. We
believe that this issue can be addressed as a part of further work or with a private installation of the
tool. Further, AttViz leverages users’ computing capabilities, meaning that too large data sets can cause
memory overheads (e.g., several millions of examples). We believe that such situations are difficult to
address with AttViz, however, instances can be filtered prior to being used in AttViz. This would enable
seamless exploration of a subset of the data (e.g., only (in)correctly predicted instances, or certain time
slot of instances). In terms of functionality, AttViz is focused on the exploration of self-attention. We
realize that the self-attention is not necessarily the only important aspect of a neural network that needs
to be inspected, but it is possibly the one, where visualisation techniques have been the least explored.
Similarly to the work of (Liu et al., 2018a), we plan to further explore potentially interesting relations
emerging from the attention matrices.

Finally, we believe AttViz could be further extended with a larger database of popular models and a
back-end functionality, enabling it to, e.g., fine-tune models. Such endeavors are out of the scope of this
paper—the current version of AttViz is lightweight, can be hosted by anyone (with minimal requirements
overhead) and performs fast when considering exploration of self-attention.

7 Availability

The tutorials and other input preparation scripts are available at: https://github.com/SkBlaz/attviz.
The server is live at: http://attviz.ijs.si.
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